Using teamwork to enhance the social presence on a distributed playground
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ABSTRACT
Pervasive play in distributed settings enhance the social bonds between the physically separated players. There have been many attempts to enhance this social bond even further by various means like including embodiedness or social touch. We tried to accomplish this enhancement of the social bond by adding teamwork to our distributed playground. With help of our Interactive Pong Playground, we tried to show that enforcing teamwork between remote players enhances social presence. During the experiment we compared the effects of non-enforced teamwork with enforced teamwork en tested what effects different player distributions had. Results indicate that we don’t have a good grip on the hypotheses, yet. Enforcing teamwork didn’t seem to work for us and the different distribution types did not give significant results in social presence. However, participants loved to play the game, and their comments indicate that we seem to affect something, if not social presence.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Pervasive computing is a relatively new and exiting research area. It contains many opportunities for creating innovative games and physical activities. Last decade many different systems have been created to enhance traditional play, stimulate physical activity and encourage social bonding. However, most of them require players to be present in the same physical location or do not support team play.

Nowadays people tend to have little time left for physical activity and social interaction. While time is limited, social interaction and physical activity are important for the human well-being. It is part of human nature to connect socially with one and another. Sports make people come together to enjoy the social contact while simultaneously improves their physical health [17].

While physical activity enhances the social bonding between people, Mueller et all. showed that this not only works with direct contact, but also in a distributed setting [6, 7, 9]. In various experiments they let people bond while performing physical activity together, while at the same time separated by location. Distributed play lets people play together while physically separated, allowing a social connection without having to come together. This social bond enhances engagement in the physical activity while this same activity enhances the social connection. This opportunity to let people play together while physically separated let to many innovative systems.

This study focusses on teamwork in a distributed play environment. In the field of pervasive play there is much research already done. A collection of this research has been captured in a technical report by Gerritsen et al. [3]. Research about distributed play specifically has also a lot of coverage, as can be found below.

1.1 Related Work
Breakout for two [6, 7, 16] is a football game where two players use a football trying to hit different planes on a ‘screen’. The planes, that break on the third hit, can be hit by both players. The player who can break most of the planes wins.

During this activity players could see and/or speak to each other. The image of the other was also projected on the screen behind the planes.

Air hockey over a distance [11] let people play the well known game airhockey against a remote players. Users where able to communicate by an video conference that was projected on a screen at the middle of the airhockey table.

Remote impact [10] is a system that let users use extreme forceful behaviour like punching and kicking in an fighting game. Players had to fight each other by hitting the representation of the opponent that was projected on a cushioned surface.

Table tennis for three [13, 12, 14] is a game where three remote players play against another. Like with breakout for two, players have break the planes (by hitting them tree times) that are displayed and the player that breaks the most
planes wins. The difference here is that it is a table tennis game and you now have two opponents to take in account.

Jogging over a distance [9, 15] allows people with different jogging skills or who jog on different locations to enjoy the social connection of jogging together. With the help of an headset users are able to communicate. An integrated sound-scape gives the jogger feedback on the physical exertion of his partner; presenting sound from the back with a lower exertion level or from the front with a higher exertion level.

Two Tug of War games [2, 4] promoted a remote touch concept to increase social bonding. These distributed tangible games allowed players to play the traditional Tug of War game against remote players. The rope that acts as the interface also gives haptic feedback about the actions of the other player, enhancing the feelings of social presence.

A distributed kite-flying and jump-rope game [18] allowed users to share a physical and social experience with an geographical separated player. The rope functions as a tangible connection to the virtual space, letting players having fun in an virtual but social environment.

Enhancing social connections is a challenge in distributed play. Due to the physical separation there needs to be some intervention to enhance this social bond. Related work focuses on various ways to do this:

- Video and Sound;
- Embodiedness;
- Social touch.

This study focuses on using teamwork in distributed play to enhance the social bond. Most people agree that in traditional games, team sports have been known for enhancing social bonds between team players. Implementing this in distributed games can give us the opportunity to create team-based games that improve social bonding between its players.

1.2 Game and Goal

In a game you can design the play style for it to allow teamwork, but we think that if you design it to enforce teamwork, the social bond is vastly enhanced. We expect that by doing this, players are forced to focus more on their teammate and therefore enhance the social bond between them.

In a game that supports teamwork, different distributions of the players are possible:

1. All co-located. All participants are physically on the same location.
2. Co-located teams. Distribute the players so that one team is placed in one location and the opposing team on the other location.
3. Remote teams. Here you place one player of each team in one location, and the other player in the other location. So that team members are physically separated.

The first distribution type does not contain any remote players, but is used as a baseline in this study. For the second distribution type, we think that the social connection between remote players gets worse. We think this happens because they don’t effect each others gameplay.

We think that using the third distribution type enhances the social connection between distributed players, because team members have a bigger effect on each other’s game-play.

To test these ideas of enforced teamwork and distribution types, we hypothesise:

**Hypothesis H1** When distributing the game, the average social presence between players will go down.

**Hypothesis H2a** When distributing the game, the social presence between the distributed players will go down more than the social presence between the co-located players.

**Hypothesis H2b** In distributed play with enforce teamwork, remote players have a lesser social connection than co-located players.

**Hypothesis H3a** The average social bond between remote groups is better when using distributed teams.

**Hypothesis H3b** The average social bond between all players is better when using distributed teams.

**Hypothesis H4** Enforcing team play between team members improves their social presence.

**Hypothesis H5** The social bond with a remote opponent is better with physically enforced teamwork with a remote team member.

To test this game we created our Distributed Pong Playground (as shown in Figure 1). This game is an interactive embodied version of the traditional Pong game. The game consists of an interactive floor where players control the Pong paddles with their bodies. Four Kinect sensors track the movement of the players on the playground, moving the on the floor projected paddles along with the players’ movement. Each player was represented as a uniquely coloured circle that was projected around his feet. In the distributed version of the game, the circles were projected on both sides, so you could follow the remote players while not physically seeing them.

The game, normally played by two players each controlling a paddle, was adjusted to include team play. This variation of the game is played by four players; two on each side. In order to test social binding by enforcing team work we created two different game-types each with four players on the field.

In the first game-type, each player controls his own paddle to bounce the ball toward the opponents (see Figure 2(a)).
Figure 1: Collaborative Pong, an interactive embodied Pong game.

Figure 2: Two Pong game types.

The paddle rotates around so that it always points towards the ball, what makes it possible to bounce the ball around in an angle. While this game type allows for teamwork to exist, it is possible to play the game without any team-work occurring. This game-type focusses on parallel [8] play, where each player performs his actions independently from his team member and have no direct influence on another.

The second game-type (see Figure 2(b)) enforces the two team members to play as a team by providing one paddle that is controlled by both players. Each player controls one edge of the paddle, allowing them to move and tilt the paddle to control the ball. The paddle does have an maximal length (twice the size of the personal paddles of game-type one). So if the players move to far apart the paddle ‘breaks’ and the goal is completely open for the opposite team. This non-parallel game type [8] results in players interacting with another’s activity, where bad team play results in preventing both of you from reaching your goal.

Both game-types can be played as a distributed game where the players are distributed between two playgrounds. Audio between the two playgrounds was provided to create an opportunity of communication between the distributed players. Using both the coloured circles and audio, players could anticipate on each other, as needed for teamwork to succeed.

2. EXPERIMENT
The experiment consisted of groups of four players where each group had to play one of the two game types we had created (as described in section 1.2) and one distribution type. This resulted in the six game configurations (see Figure 3, which were randomly assigned to the participant groups.

The first two configurations (Figure 3(a) and 3(d)) consisted of both the non-enforced and enforced teamwork game type and were played with all co-located players. All four players where on the same playground, could directly see and interact with another.

The second configurations group (Figure 3(b) and 3(e)) also consisted of both the non-enforced and enforced teamwork game type, but was played with two players on one location and two players on another location. The teams were created between the co-located players. The team members could see and directly interact with each other, but could not physically see their opponents.

The last two configurations (Figure 3(c) and 3(f)) also containing both game types and again played with two players on one location and two on the other location. Only this time the teams were created between the remote players, resulting in a situation where team members had to work together while not being able to physically see each other.

In figure 3 you can see that in configuration 3(c) and 3(f) the team members are on separate locations, but each player has an opponent on the same location. While the images show that these players are located across from each other, during the experiment they were located diagonal from each other. We did this to prevent players on one location coming to close to each other, because this had as effect that sometimes the tracking system switched the players and therefore switched in witch team the player was. This has no further effect on the study and we will use this method of visualization for all further images.

Because of time constraints we were not able to get enough participants to do each configuration four times, as was our goal. We decided that using less than four groups per configuration gave not enough data to do a solid analysis, so we decided to drop one configuration. In our reasoning configurations 3(c) and 3(f) had the distribution type that resulted in the highest social bound, and configurations 3(d), 3(e) and 3(f) had the best game. Therefore we decided to drop configuration 3(b), which consisted of non-enforced teamwork and with co-located teams.

2.1 Participants
Each experiment session was played by four participants who all knew each other for some time, which was one of the criteria for groups to participate in our experiment. This resulted, with four people per group, four groups per configuration and five configurations, in N=80 for the whole experiment. Per configuration we had N=16. All participants were between 19 and 34 years of age. Of all 80 participants 62 were male and 19 were female and all students at the University of Twente.
2.2 Protocol
At the start of each session participants where told that they were going to play a game of Interactive Pong along with all other aspects covered in the consent form. After they signed this form participants were asked to fill in a pre-experiment questionnaire. This was used to verify the familiarity with each other and set a baseline of their social connection. We let the participants choose the teams, so there was no influence from us in this creation. Based on which distribution type the group had to play in (which we randomly assigned beforehand), we took the participants to the associated locations. We then explained how the game and teamwork worked in our Interactive Pong game. They did not know of the other game type and distribution types we had.

As soon as all was ready we let them play the game for 1 minute to get used to the game, and to remove any difference in pre-knowledge people may have in playing interactive games and/or pong games. During this minute we could visually show the aspects and rules of the game. With everyone being familiar with the game, we started a 7 minute session where we let them play uninterrupted. After 7 minutes the game 'froze'. This way the game and player end positions were still visible while the players filled in the post-questionnaire. During the questionnaires the participants could therefore look at the game to better remember what it was to play it. At the end of the session we asked the participants in an informal interview what they thought of the game, and after explaining the game- and distribution-types, what they thought of this version of the game that they played. We did this both for information how we could improve our game and to get some qualitative information for this study.

2.3 Measurements
The pre-questionnaire contained some questions to verify that they all knew each other before the game. This was important for the selection of the participants. The pre-questionnaire also contained the Inclusion of Other in the Self Scale from Aron et al. [1]. This was included to establish a baseline for the Other in the Self Scale.

The post-questionnaire consisted of the Social Presence Questionnaire from Harms and Biocca [5], which tests Social Presence on six different constructs: Co-Presence, Attention Allocation, Perceived Message Understanding, Perceived Affective Understanding, Perceived Emotional Independence and Perceived Behavioural Independence. The post-questionnaire ended with an adjusted version of the Inclusion of Other in the Self Scale from Aron et al. [1]. Instead of asking for the relation with each player, we asked for the relation with each player during the game.

2.4 Operationalization of hypotheses
To test the different hypotheses, using the different configurations, we came up with different statistical analyses. For each test we took the data of all participants that participated in one configuration and compared them with the data of another configuration. This means that for each analysis, four groups (of four people) were compared with four other groups (of four people), resulting in 16 data samples being compared with 16 other data samples.

Below we will explain what analyses we did to test each hypothesis, supported by a graphical visualization.

---

Figure 3: The six different game configurations defined for this experiment. The blue background represents one location, while the green background represents the other location. The dotted line separates the teams.
**HYPOTHESIS H1** (figure 4)
When distributing the game, the average social presence between players will go down.
We compared the average social bond someone has on a ‘all co-located’ playground with the average on a distributed playground of the same game-type. We expected this average social bond to be bigger on a ‘all co-located’ playground than on a distributed playground, no matter the game-type or distribution.

**Numbers:** The average consisted of the mean of the relation a person has with the other three players on the field. Therefore we compared 16 numbers (4 groups, with 4 players, and each one mean) of one configuration with 16 numbers of another configuration.

(a) H1.1: Enforced teamwork/All Co-located vs. Enforced teamwork/Co-located teams

(b) H1.2: Enforced teamwork/All Co-located vs. Enforced teamwork/Remote teams

(c) H1.3: Non-enforced teamwork/All Co-located vs. Non-enforced teamwork/Remote teams

Figure 4: Hypothesis H1, the average social presence between players will go down, When distributing the game

**HYPOTHESIS H2a** (figure 5)
When distributing the game, the social presence between the distributed players will go down more than the social presence between the co-located players.

In this test we compare the difference of the social bond between a co-located player and a remote player. We do this for every distribution type and compare this with the all co-located version of the same game-type. We suspect that this difference between these social bonds are lower on the all co-located playground is lower than on the distributed playground, because of the lower social bound with the remote player.

**Numbers:** The used value us the difference between the social bond with the co-located player in the distributed playground (and the player on the same position on the all co-located playground), minus the social bond with the remote player in the distributed playground (and the player on the same position on the all co-located playground). Because we only have one co-located player, we only took in account the adjacent remote player. Therefore we compared 16 numbers (4 groups, with 4 players, and each one difference) of one configuration with 16 numbers of another configuration.

(a) H2a.1: Enforced teamwork/All Co-located vs. Enforced teamwork/Co-located teams

(b) H2a.2: Enforced teamwork/All Co-located vs. Enforced teamwork/Remote teams

(c) H2a.3: Non-enforced teamwork/All Co-located vs. Non-enforced teamwork/Remote teams

Figure 5: Hypothesis H2a, When distributing the game, the social presence between the distributed players will go down more than the social presence between the co-located players.
**HYPOTHESIS H2b (figure 6)**
In distributed play with enforce teamwork, remote players have a lesser social connection than co-located players.

No matter the distribution type, this analysis tests if remote players have a lesser social connection than co-located players. Here we also looked at only one (adjacent) remote player because of the existence of only one co-located player. We did this only for Enforced teamwork, because we missed the distribution type of 'Non-Enforce teamwork/Co-located teams'.

**Numbers:** We compared 16 numbers (4 groups, with 4 players, for each the indicated social connection) of one configuration with 16 numbers of another configuration.

**Figure 6:** Hypothesis H2b, In distributed play with enforce teamwork, remote players have a lesser social connection than co-located players.

**HYPOTHESIS H3a (figure 7)**
The average social bond between remote groups is better when using distributed teams.

This analysis tests if the average social bond between remote players is better when using distributed teams, than with co-located teams. Here we only tested this on the Enforced teamwork configurations, because we missed the 'Non-Enforce teamwork/Co-located teams' version.

**Numbers:** The average consisted of the mean between the two social connections a player has with his two opponents. We therefore compared 16 numbers (4 groups, with 4 players, and each one mean) of one configuration with 16 numbers of another configuration.

**Figure 7:** Hypothesis H3a: The average social bond between remote groups is better when using distributed teams.

**HYPOTHESIS H3b (figure 8)**
The average social bond between all players is better when using distributed teams.

This analysis tests if the average social bond between all players is better when using distributed teams, than with co-located teams. Also here we only tested this on the Enforced teamwork configurations, because we missed the 'Non-Enforce teamwork/Co-located teams' version.

**Numbers:** The average consisted of the mean between all three social connections a player has with the three other players. We therefore compared 16 numbers (4 groups, with 4 players, and each one mean) of one configuration with 16 numbers of another configuration.

**Figure 8:** Hypothesis H3b, The average social bond between all players is better when using distributed teams.

**HYPOTHESIS H4 (figure 9)**
Enforcing team play between team members improves their social presence.

This analysis tests if the social bond between team members is better when using enforced teamwork, than with non-enforce teamwork. Here we did not test this on the co-located teams configurations, because we missed the 'Non-Enforce teamwork/Co-located teams' version.

**Numbers:** We compared 16 numbers (4 groups, with 4 players, and for each the social connection with the team member) of one configuration with 16 numbers of another configuration.
HYPOTHESIS H5 (figure 10)
The social bond with a remote opponent is better with physically enforced teamwork with a remote team member.
This analysis tests if the social bond with a remote opponent is better when using enforced teamwork with a remote team member, than with non-enforce teamwork with a remote team member.
Numbers: We compared 16 numbers (4 groups, with 4 players, and for each the social connection with the remote opponent) of one configuration with 16 numbers of another configuration.

Figure 10: Hypothesis H5, The social bond with a remote opponent is better with physically enforced teamwork with a remote team member.

3. RESULTS
The data collected contained various non-normal distributions. We therefore evaluated the hypotheses using the Mann-Whitney U Test. In table 3 you can see the results for the Social presence questionnaire and for the Other in Self Scale. The social presence questionnaire consists of the constructs: Co-Presence (CP), Attention Allocation (AA), Perceived Behavioural Independence (PBI), Perceived Message Understanding (PMU), Perceived Affective Understanding (PAU) and Perceived Emotional Independence (PEI). The value in the Social Presence column is the average of these constructs. In this table you can see the results mapped to the different hypothesis tests as explained in section 2.4. The Direction (Dir) shows the direction in which we expected (according to the hypothesis) the change to occur. Because this research had an exploratory approach we performed a two-tailed tests, showing both the p-value in the direction we expected (white background in the table) as in the opposite direction (black background in the table).

While the results do not show an overall significant shift, the constructs PMU and PAU show some positive results in Hypotheses H1 and H2. Five of the 13 tests show a significance in Perceived Affective Understanding and four of the 13 show a significance in the Perceived Message Understanding category. Attention Allocation shows significance in 3 of 13; Co-Presence shows significance in 2 of 13; Other in Self shows significance in 2 of 13; Perceived Emotional Independence shows significance in 1 of 13 and Perceived Behavioural Independence shows no significance.

When looking at the questionnaire results of the first hypothesis (H1) we can see that the Perceived Message Understanding and Perceived Affective Understanding are affected, but the Co-Presence and Attention Allocation not at all or even positively while we expected negatively.

The second and third hypotheses (H2a+b) shows consistent affected results. Many of the tested constructs show significant changes in multiple tests. Also in these tests the constructs Perceived Message Understanding and Perceived Affective Understanding are the most affected.

Given these results it seems like we were able to strongly manipulate the Perceived Message Understanding and Perceived Affective Understanding, but not so much the Co-presence and Perceived behavioural independence for both hypotheses H1 and H2(a+b).

The tests done for hypotheses H3 and H4, which analyses our solutions to strengthen the social presence, show that for most constructs the difference between groups have some improvement, but show no significance in the results.

Hypothesis H5, “the social bond with a remote opponent is better with, physically enforced teamwork with a remote team member”, shows results in the complete opposite direction. The results show a better social connection with a remote opponent where the gameplay consists of everyone having their own paddle.

From the qualitative interviews, that we took after the experiment, we got a lot of positive feedback on the game it-
Table 1: This table shows the results of the statistical analysis of the different hypotheses. It shows the direction in which we expected growth to occur for each of the constructs Co-Presence, Attention Allocation, Perceived Emotional Independence and Other In Self. The black colored cells show the values where the hypothesis is supported. The white colored cells show the values where the hypothesis is not supported. The grey colored cells show the values where the hypothesis is supported in the opposite direction. Significance levels are marked with: **p < 0.001; *p < 0.01; and *p < 0.05.
The participants liked to play the game and were quite enthusiastic about the game and the possibilities. They immediately had several ideas how to optimize the game and would like to play it again in the future.

4. DISCUSSION
When you look at the results of the two, you can see a consistent effect in H2 but in H1 not so much. Because both hypotheses look at the effects of distribution on the social presence, we were surprised that these results were not unanimous. Thus we performed some additional tests. The test we performed for this is described below (Hypothesis H2E) and the results shown in table 4. Against our expectations the social presence, between co-located players on a distributed playground, was risen. The answer to this could lay in how we performed the analyses. In H1 we compared the averages of all connections a person has, while in H2 we took the difference between the value of the co-located player and a distributed player. By checking the difference between two social bonds within 1 player, we lessen the effect of personal tendencies. This might explain the low results for hypothesis H1. It is a good idea to do more tests like the ones in hypothesis H2a in the future, as it gives more reliable results.

HYPOTHESIS H2Extended (figure 11)
When distributing the game, the social presence between the co-located players will go up.

Here we compared the social bond between co-located players in a distributed playground and the respective players on the 'all co-located' playground.

Numbers: We compared 16 numbers (4 groups, with 4 players, for each the bond with the co-located player) of one configuration with 16 numbers of another configuration.

Hypothesis H3a+b proposed that the social presence is better when using distributed teams instead of co-located teams. While the results show no significance, the participants did comment on our manipulations. When playing against two distributed opponents while having a co-located team member, people commented that it was like they were playing against a computer. We were asked this explicit question a couple of times after the experiment and some participants thought that this was where the experiment was about. They knew we analysed social presence but thought we compared ‘playing against a real team’ vs. ‘playing against a computer’. In other distribution types no comments like this were made. These comments, about playing against a computer, make us believe that we did in fact affect something, although we don’t know why this doesn’t show in the results.

Hypothesis H4 proposed that the social presence improves when enforcing teamwork. Given the results from the questionnaires no significance that we changed the social presence. Reactions from participants on the other hand, tend to indicate that we did affect something. We think the difference between the questionnaire results and these comments could be in the experience and successfulness of the teamwork. With enforced teamwork people have to adjust their behaviour to their team member. When this happens successful they might experience a satisfying game. But when the teamwork doesn’t work like it should, this can lead to frustration. We think that this is what happened during the experiments. The chance that this frustration occurs is also bigger in a game with distributed teams than with co-located teams.

So while we got some positive reactions, it appears not to be successful for everyone and thus we think that this is not the solution to improve social presence in distributed play.

The last hypothesis (H5) shows a tendency towards the complete opposite of what we thought would happen. It might be that in a non-enforced teamwork game the distributed opponent has more effect on the game by himself, while in enforced teamwork game his effects are linked the the behaviour of the co-located player who is easier to keep an eye on. This could be the reason that the social presence with the remote opponent appeared stronger in a game without enforce teamwork.
5. CONCLUSION

Social connections are a challenge in distributed play. Previous studies have looked into Video and Sound; Embodiedness; and Social touch to enhance this. We looked for the first time what effects teamwork has on the social bond in distributed play. We hypothesized that enforcing teamwork between remote players would enhance the social presence between players. We analysed the difference in social presence between enforced teamwork and non-enforced teamwork and also checked the difference in different player-distribution variations. These tests we performed on our Interactive Pong Playground. Participants really liked the game and liked to play it again sometime.

From this study it is clear that the decline of social presence when distributing a game is a relevant problem. So while distributed play enhance social bonds on a distributed playground [6, 7, 9], social connections are a lot stronger between co-located players.

However enforcing teamwork didn’t work for us. The results we got form the questionnaires sometimes seemed to support our ideas, but often also countered them. However, comments form participants indicate that we did affect something. This suggests that we don’t have a good grip on the hypotheses, yet.

Our two solutions to re-enhance the diminished social aspects (Enforce teamwork and distribute players so that they have distributed team members), don’t seem to enhance the social presence between distributed players significantly. Given the remark of players who thought that they were playing against a computer, in a playground with distributed opponents, it might be intriguing to find out what we did affect if not the social presence (eg. engagement).

Finally, because enforced teamwork did not enhance social presence in distributed play, it might be interesting to see what other ways there are to enhance social presence between distributed players.
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